A Collaborative Aesthetic-driven Virtual Fitness Game
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Abstract. By introducing a collaborative aesthetic-driven virtual fitness game,
we give a possible solution to guide and encourage people who have sedentary
lifestyle to do regular physical activity with enough intensity, duration and frequency. This method bridges physical interaction with a stationary bicycle and
visual changes in a virtual environment, and combines it with a multiplayer
game. During the test of game playing, individual participant's effort to meet
their own target heart rate zone contributes to a team effort of aesthetic immersion overall.
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Introduction

Doing regular physical activity with enough amounts of intensity, duration and frequency is a healthy lifestyle. Helping people to form such a
healthy lifestyle is a hot and challenging area in the fields of computer
aided exergame design.
Aesthetic pleasure is a kind of powerful affective experience. It can
enhance immersion and engagement of virtual reality environment.
Based on this, we present a collaborative aesthetic-driven virtual fitness
game as a low cost while pervasive solution to encourage effective fitness training. In this game, the aesthetic visual effects of a virtual world
are tightly associated with the player’s real time heart rate level, while
the heart rate level reflects the subject’s physiological and psychological
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state accordingly. By physically acting on the control of the representation of one component part of the virtual world, players will be engaged
to cooperate on the creation of aesthetically pleasing virtual surroundings, meanwhile, to immerse themselves into target fitness training
zones. A pilot in-lab user study was conducted to evaluate the effectiveness and enjoyment of the game. We find that this kind of persuasive
technology is helpful on encouraging effective exercise training.
The main contribution of this work lies in: 1. put forward a new
idea for exergame design - the multiplayer game with the aesthetic experience act as the cooperation strategy and goal; 2. complete a prototype system to demonstrate this aesthetic cooperation method.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we give
a general review of related works. Then, we describe our method of
aesthetic cooperation and illustrate the game design in details in Section 3. Finally, in Section 4, general conclusions are drawn.
2

Related Works

Our previous studies [1,2,3] have found that combine people’s instinctive pursuit of beauty with their real-time bio-feedback and immersive
somatosensory interaction into one well designed system, can help
people to be happy to carry out regular and effective exercise. In such
a system, individual players tend to perform better to stay in a relatively
beautiful virtual world, rather than in a relatively ugly world. So, what
is the player’s performance in a collaborative multiplayer mode? This is
what we want to communicate in this research.
2.1

Exergame for Fitness Training

Exergames are regarded as a possible solution of encouraging more
physical activity in a funny video game play way [4,5,6,7]. To encourage
players to do more physical activity, some exergames aim to capture
the player's action, emotion or the physiological data such as heart rate
to control the gameplay [8, 9,] or to auto-adapt the game level for fair
game play experiences [10,11,12]. Some try to constrain the player for
more quantity and intensity by setting higher objectives or goals [13,14].

Others use competitions or award strategies to lure player spending
more time [15].
Most of the approaches above adopt compulsive incentive strategies with constraints to attract and retain players. Through seemingly
endless challenges, attractive stories, definite tasks, clear targets, excited competitions, honorary medals, etc., players are spurred to try
their best to win. However, fitness training is not simply the faster the
better. Exerciser may need to maintain their heart rate at a target level.
Sinclair et al. [16] advocate that exergame should take the guidelines of
American College of Sports Medicine as a scientific guarantee of true
health, but few exergame abided it strictly.
2.2

Aesthetical Immersion in Virtual Reality

Immersion is vital for virtual reality system. It provides realistic experience, even though the virtual world may not simulate an actual realworld location. Using aesthetical immersion as incentive strategy for
game play has not been explored in virtual reality application before.
Growing awareness has noticed that aesthetic design is a key component of usability [17], and a decisive aspect for marketplace success
[18]. More and more researchers are exploring the potential usability
of aesthetics on designing interactive systems. These researches can be
divided into two directions. One takes beauty as an ornament for giving
system more visual and emotional attraction [19]. Aesthetic aspects are
most like an added bonus of the system and relatively independent
from the system itself. Another one is the pragmatist approach, which
looks aesthetics attributes from its practical and functional aspect. The
representative work is the concept of aesthetic interaction [20].
Although the two directions of form and function are definite, researchers still struggling on come up with a methodological approach
to the subjective concept of aesthetics, having typically concerned itself
with more scientific methods [21].
3

Method

Aiming to be available for the public as much as possible, we choose the
economy and pervasive technology to get basic immersion of virtual

game scene. Figure 1 illustrate our method in the system implementation level. The use of advanced virtual reality devices than the use of
this basic one can provide more exciting experience.

Fig. 1. Illustration of our system implementation.

In the multiplayer model, there are one server and multiple clients
working together. Each player put on a wireless heart rate monitor and
cycling on a sensor embedded bicycle. Her/his heart rate level, i.e. one’s
exercise intensity, is visualized as an element of a virtual scene. This element is selected from a library at the beginning of the gameplay by the
player. The speed and direction of the player's bike are used to control
the movement of their virtual avatar. By this way, during cycling, a virtual landscape which is composed of multiplayer’s heart rate visualizations will be generated timely (Figure 2). The strength of this game entry
is the hands-on, physical interaction which feeds into a virtual experience.
Totally there are five typical states of each element, which correspond to five exercise training zones reasonably, including aerobic zone,
anaerobic zone and VO2 Max zone. The virtual scene can be composed
of several elements. Each element is being controlled by one player.
Thus, variety of combination effects will be presented under the collaboration of each player’s performance. Adding the extra dimension of

multiple players contributing their physical effort together adds an interesting layer of complexity.

Fig. 2. Two players are playing our game with two sets of equipment. Wireless heart-rate
monitors are worn on their chest.

According to the gestalt theory of visual perception [22], aesthetic
pleasure is often results from the harmony of the parts of the whole,
and from the balance of the underlying driven force as well as the tension reducing. On the contrary, ugly often means disharmony, full of
tension and out of balance, which leads to the feelings of uncomfortable. Accordingly, the variety of collaborative virtual scenes can give rise
to different aesthetic emotion, from disgust to happy, as shown in Figure 3. The more beautiful and vigorous the appearance of the virtual
environment, the healthier and livelier each player’s body status becomes and, the more emotional pleasure and immersive feeling the
groups experiences.
Human pursue for beauty and avoid of ugly instinctively. They are
more tolerant to stay in a beautiful environment rather than in an uncomfortable one. So, will all the players work together for the goal of
creating a beautiful world which can be roamed and shared? Furthermore, do they really get the benefits of effective exercise by keeping
their physical activity at the target exercise training zone? The results
of a pilot in-lab user study (8 male and 4 females, graduate students,
two or three persons one group, 15 minutes per ride, three times per
person, random grouping each time) gave a positive response.

Fig. 3. Illustration of some typical collaborative scenes in a two-player case. The two players
could see each other nearby means they have the similar speed at the same place.

4

Conclusion

We address an interesting position on improving the interaction of a
virtual world through aesthetic cooperation. Physiological measures
which are coupled to the visual aspects of the game give guarantee to
the effectiveness and individuality.
Whether it is in the public display space, or in the personal home
environment, our virtual fitness game could be attractive. The reason
lies in the followings: 1) Innovation. The use of biometrics to adjust the
aesthetic sense of harmony in the scene is unique; 2) Collaboration. The
concept of cooperation on create beauty as well as to maintain health
is interesting. It will also push the boundaries of artistic creativity; 3)
Interaction. The control of the game is natural, free and real-time; 4)
Immersion. Somatosensory interaction and aesthetic pleasure will enhance the immersion of virtual reality; 5) Personality. The collaborative
generated virtual world is unique and full of player’s personal information of their inner body state. This is amazing.
We hope our work of aesthetically cooperation, can bring some inspiration to designers on how to develop exertion game or training system. In the future, in-depth user study is needed to evaluate the game
design, a quantitative and qualitative analyses of its results is necessary
for drawing a most precise conclusion. We also plan to enrich the elements library to give more creative freedom for the players. The quality
of virtual scene’s appearance will also be strengthened.
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